We use a new measure of cognitive decline that is highly predictive of the onset of dementia and can be computed in standard surveys where recall memory tests are administered to the same individuals over the years. Using SHARE data, we investigate the association between cognitive decline and years in retirement controlling for age, physical health, early life conditions and socio-economic status. We find a positive association and an even stronger causal effect. The evidence we produce confirms the 'mental retirement' hypothesis and suggests its relevance for the onset of dementia.
Introduction
Cognitive abilities later in life have been traditionally and largely investigated in epidemiology and gerontology (Dixon et al., 2004; Schaie, 1994) : the related literature documents a decline of cognition at older ages with strong effects on fluid abilities such as memory when recalling specific past events (Peterson et al., 2002; Bäckman et al., 2005) The progressive cognitive decline which is likely to interfere with independent functioning is called dementia in psychiatric medicine (American Psychiatric Association, 2000) ; it has recently received particular attention also in the economic literature due to the generated costs for public and private health expenditure. According to a recent study about United States (Hurd et al., 2013) , dementia affects a large and growing number of older adults and represents a substantial financial burden for the society with estimated costs similar to those related to heart disease and cancer. As Mazzonna and Peracchi (2012) notice, understanding the decline in cognitive abilities is important for economists also because cognition is relevant for decision making.
According to Salthouse (2006) , individual heterogeneity in cognition levels and the rate of agerelated change in cognitive functioning are likely to be associated with individuals' lifestyle such as the engagement in mentally stimulating activities. Maguire et al. (2000) show how stimulating environment and activities are able to improve, or maintain, cognitive functioning. Particular attention has been devoted to retirement (Adam et al., 2007; Mazzonna and Peracchi, 2012; Rohwedder and Willis, 2010; Bingley and Martinello, 2013; Coe and Zamarro, 2011; Bonsang et al., 2012) since this transition could represent a remarkable change in individuals' life-style and involvement activities that are likely to affect cognition at old ages.
A well-established hypothesis is that retirement has a negative impact on health, mostly mental health (Minkler, 1981) , since it can be a stressful event and lead to a break with support networks and friends, with emotional and mental negative impacts. According to Rohwedder and Willis (2010) , retirees are engaged in less mental exercise than workers: the latter are exposed to environments that are considered more cognitively challenging and stimulating compared to the non-work condition (the so-called unengaged lifestyle hypothesis). On the other hand, some authors, such as Ekerdt et al. (1983) , Gall et al. (1997) , Mein et al. (2003) , Mojon-Azzi et al. (2007) and Westerlund et al. (2010) , suggest that retirement could be beneficial to the extent that it eliminates work-related stress and preserves the health of retirees. Drentea (2002) especially supports the hypothesis that work is alienating and retirement liberating, because retirees experience less anxiety and distress.
Understanding the consequences of retirement on health becomes even more important if we consider that, recently, most developed countries have passed reforms aimed at increasing retirement age to ensure the financial sustainability of social security systems. A positive side effect could be the reduction of long-term care expenditure if later retirement delays the onset of dementia (Dave et al., 2008; Bonsang et al., 2012) .
As pointed out in the literature, when assessing the role of retirement on cognition, endogeneity issues have to be taken into account. There could be a reverse causal link: individuals who experienced a bad health shock retire as soon as possible, or a selection problem could arise. As Coe and Zamarro (2011, p. 78) note, people self-select into retirement based on their gains from retirement: those with the most physically demanding jobs, or who enjoy their jobs the least, retire earlier to relieve themselves of the daily strain. For instance, Charles (2004) looks at longitudinal data, drawn from the Health and Retirement Study (HRS), and finds that depressed *Corresponding author: Guglielmo Weber, Department of Economics and Management, University of Padua, via del Santo 33 -35122 Padua, Italy -tel: +39 049 8274271, email: guglielmo.weber@unipd.it. This paper was presented at the EUGMS 2013 conference and the 4th SHARE user conference held in Liège, November 2013. We are grateful for comments and suggestions made by participants.
people tend to select into retirement.
Endogeneity bias is typically addressed by exploiting changes in public pension eligibility rules as a source of exogenous variation.
In this paper we adopt the same strategy to account for the endogenous nature of retirement: we use eligibility ages for early retirement and old-age pension in several European countries over time as instruments for retirement and retirement-related variables (such as years from retirement). The variability across individuals of public pension eligibility reflects gender, time of retirement and country of residence, and this ensures that the instruments based on it are informative.
We improve upon most recent papers in several dimensions:
• we follow a longitudinal approach using SHARE data, that is we compare word recalled by the same individual across waves (as in Bonsang et al., 2012 );
• we adopt a sharper measure of cognitive decline than the standard change in cognition score, based on a 20% drop in the number of words recalled across waves (see Dal Bianco et al., 2013);
• we show that the measure we use predicts well the onset of dementia in a commonly used US data set, the Aging, Demographics and Memory Study (ADAMS).
The cross-sectional variability in the data, largely exploited so far in the literature, could be uninformative about the potential cumulative effect of years spent in retirement on cognitive decline, if people born in different periods of time have enjoyed different standards of living (the current young old are typically much better off than the young old thirty years ago). These differences are known as cohort effects. To control for cohort effects one could pool together several cross sections, and condition on year of birth, but this type of analysis requires very large samples (with repeated cross sections, year-of-birth averages are assumed to converge to the true population means, as explained in Deaton, 1985) . An arguably better solution is to use datasets where the same individuals are followed over a period of time (panel data).
The sharper measure of cognitive decline based on a 20% drop in words recalled is arguably more appropriate in presence of re-testing effects, typically found in longitudinal data (Ferrer et al., 2004) : respondents tend to improve their performance in memory tests across waves, particularly the second time they are interviewed. Dal Bianco et al. (2013) present descriptive evidence on this issue using SHARE data. The authors argue that high decreases in words recalled are more informative about actual declines, as opposed to straight changes in the score.
We are able to show in this paper that the 20% decline measure is highly predictive of the onset of dementia: using a small sample of 432 individuals aged 70 or more who took part in ADAMS and were later medically assessed for dementia, we show that our test correctly classifies 74% of individuals according to their later dementia status.
Our econometric analysis shows that retirement status per-se has not effect on cognitive decline, but years in retirement has a significant, positive effect, after controlling for age and education, in line with Bonsang et al. (2012) results. Our evidence therefore supports the cumulative negative effect hypothesis. Early retirement increases the probability of experiencing cognitive decline at older ages -and this reinforces the view that it can be detrimental to the well being of individuals (as argued for other reasons by Angelini et al. (2009) ).
We find that variables capturing early life conditions affect the probability of experiencing cognitive decline: especially doing well in math at age 10 lowers the probability, whereas living in rural area during childhood increases it. We estimate a protective role of physical activity but also activities in general if performed daily. Job characteristics play a role in terms of job experience: individuals with high job experience (more than 40 years), are more likely to experience a drop in cognition (for a given age, they are more likely to have had low-skilled jobs). Finally, test administration features are important (whether the test is done in presence of someone else or there were distracting noises during the test) -they explain part of the heterogeneity that we see in the data.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the literature about the effect of retirement on cognition based on memory score levels and presents the issues in considering changes in cognition. Section 3 presents the data and section 4 describes the empirical strategy. Section 5 comments the results, section 6 concludes.
Literature review
It is largely documented in the literature that ageing is associated with a decline in the ability to perform several cognitive tasks (Dixon et al., 2004) , called fluid abilities, that include also episodic memory.
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This decline in cognitive abilities, also in episodic memory, though is heterogeneous across the population, with some individuals being able to more efficiently use their cognitive resources. Salthouse (2006) stressed the role of individuals' lifestyle in shaping heterogeneity in cognition levels and rate of age-related change in cognitive functioning. If this is the case, retirement, that represents a remarkable change in life-style and involvement activities, plays an important role for cognition at older ages.
One of the first paper that analyses the causal impact of retirement on levels of cognitive abilities is Rohwedder and Willis (2010) who emphasize the use it or lose it hypothesis, i.e. an undemanding environment is likely to enhance the process of cognitive decline. The authors use data drawn from HRS, SHARE and ELSA in 2004 to investigate this effect and exploit the crosscountry variation in pension policies to instrument retirement and assess causality. They find a significant and quantitatively important negative effect of retirement on cognitive functioning, i.e. a drop close to 40% in average cognitive score. The measure of cognition used in their analysis is the total number of words remembered in questions of immediate and delayed recall as in Adam et al. (2007) and several other papers. The endogenous variable retired equals one if a person reports she is not currently working for pay. They include therefore not only people that are retired but also out-of-the-labour-force individuals, unemployed or disabled, relying on a very broad definition of retirement.
A drawback of their analysis, as pointed out by Mazzonna and Peracchi (2012) , is to consider retirement as a binary treatment, it means in fact identifying a one-time shift in cognitive abilities levels, without allowing for a potential cumulative effect of years spent in retirement. Another limitation of their analysis is the lack of important controls such as gender, education and country of residence as well as early life conditions. Early life conditions, in particular, are recognised to be important in determining the development of both cognitive and socio-emotional skills (Heckman and Cunha, 2007) .
Using the same broad definition of retired, Coe and Zamarro (2011) use SHARE data and focus their attention on men who worked at least some time in their lives. They estimate the effect of being retired on several health outcomes, ranging from self-reported health to verbal fluency. The memory score in particular, defined as in Rohwedder and Willis (2010) on a 20-point scale, is found to be unaffected by retirement when increasing the number of controls, even after instrumenting it.
Another paper dealing with the effect of retirement on cognitive abilities using SHARE crosssectional data is Mazzonna and Peracchi (2012) who provide also a theoretical framework, borrowed from Grossman (1972) , to describe the link between cognitive abilities, ageing and retirement. The underlying idea is that individuals can partly control their level of cognitive capital by investing in cognitive repair activities, i.e. all types of cognitive-promoting behaviour, to mitigate the exogenous age-related deterioration. Differently from previous studies, they do not consider simply the status not currently working for pay but they account for the distance from retirement to identify the potential cumulative effect. Looking mainly at the first wave of SHARE, they find a negative and statistically significant effect of years in retirement, after taking into account the endogeneity of the retirement decision, using as instruments the positive parts of the difference between the actual and the legislated ages eligibility for early and normal retirement. They perform also a number of robustness checks, including the refreshment sample of the second wave, adding education and cohort controls as well as a variable that captures intra-household learning effects. Learning effects are found to be positive, significant and higher for high-school graduates.
More recently, Coe et al. (2012) , using the pooled cross sections of all HRS waves between 1996 and 2008, model the effect of retirement duration on several measures of cognitive abilities including immediate and delayed recall, instrumenting retirement duration with offers of early retirement windows, that are legally required to be nondiscriminatory and therefore unrelated to cognitive functioning. Results do not suggest a negative cumulative effect of years spent in retirement, but even a beneficial effect for blue collars.
The only paper we are aware of that exploits the longitudinal dimension of the data is Bonsang et al. (2012) . This paper uses HRS data to overcome the limitations of the crosssectional analysis. The authors report a negative and statistically significant effect of retirement duration on words recalled, but only when the logarithm of duration is used as a regressor (not the level).
Longitudinal analyses of cognitive decline are well known to suffer from re-testing effects (Ferrer et al., 2004) , which cause an upward bias in cognitive ability measurement due to learning from tests performed in previous waves. To the extent that re-testing effects introduce nonclassical measurement error in the dependent variable, they may cause bias in the estimates reported in Bonsang et al. (2012) .
In this paper we provide evidence about the effect of years spent in retirement along the lines of Bonsang et al. (2012) for a sample of European 50+ individuals, but account for re-testing effects. We follow standard practice and measure cognitive abilities as the sum of words recalled in the first and second trial with a score ranging from 0 to 20 in each wave (as Rohwedder and Willis, 2010; Bonsang et al., 2012) , but use an alternative measure of cognitive decline, i.e. 20% drop in words recalled between waves, based on Dal Bianco et al. (2013) who argue that it is more informative about the actual decline when re-testing effects are important.
We argue that our measure is useful on the basis of a validation exercise on US data. We use ADAMS and show that our measure of cognitive decline is predictive of a pathological impairment related to dementia.
Data
In our empirical analysis we use data drawn from the Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe (SHARE) 2 which collects information on health, socio-economic status and social and family networks. The SHARE target population are individuals aged fifty or over who speak the official language of their country, plus their partner regardless of age. The baseline study, which took place in 2004, involved a balanced representation of the various regions in Europe, ranging from Scandinavia (Denmark and Sweden) through Central Europe (Austria, France, Germany, Switzerland, Belgium, and the Netherlands) to the Mediterranean (Spain, Italy and Greece). To this first set of 11 countries several others have been added in the following waves.
In our study we restrict the sample of analysis to respondents, aged 50 or over, taking part in the first wave, or those interviewed for the first time in the second wave (refreshment sample). Among these, we keep only individuals reinterviewed both in the third wave, called SHARELIFE given its retrospective nature, and in the fourth one.
Since we are interested in studying the effect of retirement on cognition, we select respondents who were working or retired from work in the baseline (i.e. the first or the second wave depending on when respondents entered the sample). For the most part we pool males and females. However, we also provide estimates separately by gender to understand whether the more interrupted careers of females affect our results.
While Rohwedder and Willis (2010) , Mazzonna and Peracchi (2012) and Bonsang et al. (2012) defined an individual as retired if he or she reports not working, for the purpose of our analysis we defined a respondent as retired if he declares to be retired from work and had job experience higher than or equal to 15 years. By doing this, we avoid to include unemployed or disabled among retirees so that we can strictly focus our investigation on the consequences of retirement from work on cognitive abilities, reducing the misleading influence of long inactivity periods on cognition for other reasons.
Coe and Zamarro (2011) instead do not include among the retired those individuals that report being retired, simply because they left their career job.
If we compare in our sample the latter definition with the one we adopt, we observe that they are very similar: the 94% of individuals in wave 1 or 2 that declare to be retired did not any work for pay in the previous four weeks. In order to understand whether a different definition of retired can affect our results, we perform our analysis using also Coe and Zamarro (2011) 's version of retired : as shown later, results do not change.
Another key variable in our analysis is years spent in retirement which is computed on the basis of the year when the interviewee declares to retire from work asked in SHARELIFE. When this information is missing or the respondent retired between wave 3 and 4, we use a comparable question from wave 4 questionnaire. This definition of years spent in retirement can be considered conservative among waves, since the wording of questions is the same asking precisely retirement from work. Table 1 here In our analysis, we excluded proxy interviews because in those cases individuals do not perform cognitive tests; we also do not consider interviewees with missing values in tests' scores in at least one of the two measurement occasions (i.e. baseline and wave4). The final sample is 5 It is worth noting that, since the cognitive decline is a multidimensional phenomenon, each test usually measures a different aspect of the cognitive concept. We are particularly interested in memory scores to provide results that are comparable with the existing literature, we therefore concentrate upon the memory verbal test which is a modified version of the Rey's Auditory Verbal Learning Test-RAVLT. In the ten word-list-learning test the respondent is asked to learn a list of ten common words and recall them immediately (immediate recall or first trial) as well as after an interference period (delayed recall or second trial), roughly 5 minutes later. Unlike the simplify SHARE version, the original RAVLT consists of five consecutive trials each followed by an immediate recall and one delayed recall (Trial 6), which enables to compute several indices from the data collected (Estevez-Gonzalez et al., 2003) . As in Rohwedder and Willis (2010) and Bonsang et al. (2012) , we measure cognitive abilities as the sum of words remembered in the immediate and delayed recall with a score ranging from 0 to 20 in each wave. This test is preferred to verbal fluency because memory is particularly affected by ageing and, in addition, it does not suffer from floor and ceiling effects (Bonsang et al., 2012) . On the basis of this memory score, we will compute our main outcome of interest, i.e. high decrease, as explained in the next subsection. The standard negative association between cognitive abilities and age, that most papers on 3 Our final sample includes the following countries: Austria, Germany, Sweden, Netherlands, Spain, Italy, France, Denmark, Switzerland and Belgium.
4 We refer to wave 1, 2 and 4 as regular. 5 The verbal learning test has the same technical features in all three waves, the only exception is that words used in the fourth wave of SHARE are different with respect to those used in the previous waves for details see Malter and Borsch-Supan (2013) . cognition refer to, is confirmed in Figure 1 : looking at the cross-sectional variability in memory scores in SHARE it is possible to notice how it decreases almost linearly with age. This is the kind of relation that almost all the previous studies about the effect of retirement on cognition have exploited, highlighting a drop around pension eligibility ages. To better understand cognitive decline, however, the longitudinal information should be exploited as following the same individuals over time is a way to fully control for cohort and other individual-specific time-invariant effects.
The left panel of Figure 2 provides a graphical representation of the average memory score, computed as the sum of word recalled in the first and second trial by cohort and wave. Following cohorts across waves we notice that cognitive decline is not systematic for all but is heavily concentrated among individuals born before 1935. The right hand panel of Figure 2 shows that the same pattern occurs when we control for country, cohort, time, gender, education and retirement status: the test performances of older individuals tend to fall over time as one might expect, whereas the number of words recalled improves over time for younger individuals. Figure  3 represents a more detailed breakdown by immediate and delayed recall; we notice how especially younger cohorts tend to improve their performances in the delayed recall ( Figure 3 on the right) over time suggesting a potentially relevant upward bias due to re-testing.
As emphasized in the literature, in fact, longitudinal analysis suffers from learning or retesting effects (Ferrer et al., 2004) . The phenomenon of practice, or re-test, is well known in the area of cognitive abilities (e.g. McArdle and Woodcock, 1997; Schaie, 1996) : measures of cognitive decline over time are plagued by the fact that individuals might learn from tests performed in the previous waves and this implies an upward bias in cognitive ability measurement. There is no guarantee that this bias is constant over age or education. Rabbitt et al. (2001) using a 17-year longitudinal study found that fluid abilities decrease over age, with larger declines among older individuals, but at the same time performance improves across measurement occasions. Especially, the positive retest effect persists up to the fourth (and last) occasion, although the size of it decreases across repetitions. Therefore if we are interested in the development of cognitive abilities over time, to correctly identify declines in cognition we need to account for re-testing effects.
The literature has suggested some strategies to tackle learning effects issues, an example could be to include in the same analytical model separate terms for age and measurement occasion but a potential problem could arise when the age increase and the retest occasion are highly correlated. This approach helps mostly when retest interval presents variation and there is ample spread in age, but this is not our case since variability of re-test intervals is almost zero. Ferrer et al. (2004) stresses the fact that, for more refined strategies, separating changes in cognition due to age from practice effects in short panels, e.g. two-occasion data, requires restrictions to be imposed in the model leading to the impossibility of fully describing the phenomenon. Table 2 here To minimize the potential effects of the upward bias due to learning we follow an alternative strategy adopted in Dal Bianco et al. (2013) . We consider as outcome of interest a high rather than any decrease in cognition between two measurement occasions, where high decrease means a drop higher than 20% of the initial memory score. In the literature there is no standard threshold to discriminate different levels of cognitive declines. However, as Table 2 reveals, by focusing on drops higher than 20% we select those changes that are in the bottom 25-th percentile of the distribution of memory score variations between waves. This is a fairly stable result: in Table 2 we show the distribution of decreases in memory scores respectively between wave 1 (2004) and wave 4 (2011) and, for the refreshment sample of wave 2, between wave 2 (2006) and wave 4 (2011). We also show the same statistics for a restricted sample where very old individuals are excluded. In all cases the 25-th percentile corresponds to falls between 20% and 23%.
The strategy of analysing high decreases in cognitive abilities could be considered conservative in presence of re-testing effects: we should identify correctly the most vulnerable individuals that would have had a drop in cognition also without learning effects, but we might miss-specified mild decreases since the true drop in cognition could have been mitigated by the re-test effects. Focusing on high decreases rather than any decrease helps in reducing measurement issues, since the latter might not reveal true cognitive deterioration but only measurement errors.
To understand if our measure of cognitive decline can be considered symptomatic of a pathological impairment related to dementia, we use data drawn from HRS where, for a sub-sample of individuals aged 70+, we have both a memory test, similar to that proposed in SHARE, with immediate and delayed recall 6 , and a clinical assessment for dementia. To our knowledge this is the only source of information that allows the comparison that we are interested in. The HRS sub-sample of respondents is the basis for ADAMS, whose purpose is to gather additional information on cognitive status and assign a diagnosis for dementia to a group of respondents who are particularly at risk of developing it. We are especially interested in cognitive declines between waves that we will compare with the clinical assessment of dementia provided by a nurse and a neuropsychology technician specifically trained in data collection for dementia evaluation. Since in ADAMS we can observe, for the same individuals, many transitions between waves, to avoid individuals' replications, we selected the longest transition at our disposal. Our final sample size consists of 432 individuals, who potentially transit into dementia, and for whom we can compute our high decline in memory score indicator. Table 3 here In order to understand whether a high decline in cognition can be a symptom of dementia, we compared the diagnosed cognitive status with the predicted probability estimated with a probit model where we use our measure of high decline, interval length, gender, test features (if there was any distraction factor during the test) and low memory score in baseline, i.e. whether the initial number of words recalled is lower than the median value computed in that specific wave.
7 Table 3 summarises our results: if we are particularly interested in correctly identifying individuals with any sign of dementia, we see that a high decline in cognition is a good measure as in the 73% of cases it corresponds to a clinical assessment of the pathology.
To validate our measure, we provide also results coming from a widely used approach in the field of diseases diagnosis, the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve. This curve measures the extent to which a given signal -predictions based on high decreases in cognition in our framework -can detect an underlying condition, i.e. dementia. By varying the probability threshold that classifies individuals between predicted demented or not, the curve provides a graphical representation of the signal identification power. In order to draw the curve, we need the following information for every possible probability threshold of our predictions: those predicted and assessed demented (the so called true positives -TP), those predicted but not assessed demented (false positives -FP), those not predicted but assessed demented (false negatives -FN) and finally those neither predicted nor assessed demented (true negatives -TN). The ROC curve exploits that classification to plot, on the vertical axis, the sensitivity or TP rate, TP/(TP+FN), against 1-the specificity or TN rate, 1-TN/(FP+TN), on the horizontal axis, for all possible values of the probability threshold. The more correlated are predicted and assessed dementia, the higher will be sensitivity and specificity, the nearer will be the curve to the upper-left corner in Figure 4 . For a more intuitive summary of the extent to which predictions are correlated with assessed dementia, we compute also the area under the curve (AUC), which is estimated to be 0.81 (95% Confidence interval: 0.77-0.85), value considered good in the literature. After validating our measure of cognitive decline, we now focus on another issue: disentangling the age effect from years spent in retirement. The former refers more to biological changes and age-related cerebral modifications in the brain, the latter instead should capture life-style and activities. There is some evidence that the magnitude of age-related decline accelerates at older ages (Salthouse, 2009) , especially, according to a longitudinal analysis in Aartsen et al. (2002) , cognitive decline might start after midlife, but most often occurs at higher ages (70 or higher). The same result was previously found in Schaie (1989) : most abilities tend to peak in early midlife, plateau until the late fifties or sixties, and then show decline, initially at a slow pace, but accelerating as the late seventies are reached. Therefore, even if there is still no consensus about when the rate of decline in cognitive abilities begins, there is evidence that after 60, more precisely around 70, the magnitude of age-related decline accelerates.
This can be explained by the brain reserve capacity approach. The concept of brain reserve has been proposed in the literature to account for the disjunction between the degree of brain damage or pathology and the related clinical manifestations (Stern, 2009 ). According to this approach, brains can sustain a number of insults before a clinical deficit emerges, especially the larger the brain the higher the number of insults it sustains before manifesting a pathology. Brain reserve has been codified in the threshold model (Satz, 2009 ), which recognises not only that there are differences in brain reserve, but also the existence of a critical threshold beyond which specific clinical or functional deficits emerge. This approach is called passive because it assumes a fixed cutoff below which functional impairment will occur for everyone; it is complementary to active models, such as cognitive reserve models, which focus on the processes that allow individuals to sustain damage and maintain functions.
In our econometric analysis we control for age effects both in the standard way, that is by introducing a second order age polynomial, and by modeling age effects using a linear spline. The latter approach takes into account the evidence about acceleration in cognitive decline particulary around specific ages (such as 70 and 80). We specify the linear spline by defining the following dummies: individuals younger than 70 in wave 4, those whose age in wave 4 is in between 70 and 79, and individuals that are older than 80.
In Figure 5 , we describe, graphically, with fitted regression lines, how the percentages of individuals with high decrease in cognitive abilities change according to the age groups identified. Compared to individuals younger than 70, there is a larger proportion of respondents with high decrease in cognition in the age group 70-79. After 80, cognitive deterioration accelerates and this results in a marked increase in the percentage of high drops in memory scores among very old individuals. We performed a Chow (1960) 's test and we reject the hypothesis of equality among the estimated coefficients for the three age bands.
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After presenting all the key variables in this analysis and the related issues, we now turn to the description of the controls (or covariates) included in the model.
Covariates
We include in our cross-sectional specifications time invariant controls related to education expressed according to the International Standard Classification of Education (ISCED): highschool corresponds to ISCED codes 3 and 4 whereas college to ISCED codes 5 and 6. We also include some indicators of early-life conditions, such as a zero-one dummy that captures the presence of less than 25 books at the parental home at age ten, and another dummy for living in rural areas at the age of ten (these play an important role in determining the returns to education according to Brunello et al. 2012) . We include also a self assessed measure of cognitive abilities when ten, exploiting a question asked about the relative position in mathematics: mathskills indicates that the individual declares to be better than the average of his/her schoolmates 9 . As in Coe and Zamarro (2011), we consider the role of jobs' characteristics in shaping cognitive patterns, we especially include controls such as public, selfemployed and jobexperience40. Public is a dummy variable that takes value 1 if the individual works or worked in the public sector (for retired individuals this regards the last job), similarly selfemployed indicates whether the individual works or worked as self-employed. In addition, we include also jobexperience40 to capture individuals that worked for more than 40 years, and who entered the labour market very early, probably in low-skill positions.
Physical health conditions are captured by three variables: nogstest, poorhealth, and eurodcat. The first variable is a dummy that takes value one if the individual does not perform the hand-grip strength test, a situation that is usually considered a good predictor for future health problems among older adults, especially mortality and disability (Bohannon, 2008) . Poorhealth indicates that the individual self-declares to be in poor health, whereas eurodcat is a dummy that equals one if the individual has at least one symptom of depression.
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We control also for income in our specification, by adding quartiles computed on household equivalent income by country and wave, eqincomeQ1 is the lowest quartile and the reference category, the equivalence scale used is the square root of the household size. Our income variable is meant to capture differences in living standards, rather than day-to-day income variations. We include also a measure of respondent cooperation, usually considered in survey participation analysis, missingincome, that takes value 1 if the respondent does not answer the question about household income.
11 In order to capture the role of activities, we have also physicalact, a dummy for whether the individual performs a vigorous physical activity at least weekly, and dailyact, that takes value 1 if the individual performs daily, during the last month, activities such as voluntary work, training course, participation in religious or political organisations. An engaged life style can be also maintained through social contacts that we proxy controlling for whether individuals have daily contacts with their children, dailycontactchild. Finally we have also country dummies and a control for the wave 2 refreshment sample.
When we focus on a high decrease in cognitive abilities, we further include controls indicating changes between waves for potentially relevant time varying covariates. To account for changes in participation behaviour, we have missingincomeW4, that takes value 1 if the individual reports a valid income value in wave 1 or 2 but does not answer the question in wave 4. NomissingincomeW4 instead captures the reverse situation. In labelling changes between waves, we use the following notation: the suffix bf denotes baseline observations, drop identifies cases in which the individual worsens his or her status compared to baseline, whereas increase cases in which he or she improves it. For hand-grip test for instance: dropgstest means that the respondent performed the test in wave 1 or 2 but did not perform it in wave 4, whereas increasegstest denotes an individual who did not perform the test in baseline (wave 1 or 2) but did it in wave 4. Drophealth identifies individuals that declared to be in poor health in wave 4, given that in baseline they answered their health was at least fair; increasehealth denotes individuals that reported being in poor health in baseline but report an improved health status in wave 4. We also control for changes in activities among physical exercise, daily activities and contacts with children: a drop means that the individual used to perform the activity and stopped it in wave 4, while increase means that the respondent started performing the activity in question in wave 4. We include in the model also a dummy, lowcognition, that takes value one if baseline memory score was lower than the median value by wave and country, as a 20% decrease is more likely to lead to dementia if the initial value was already low.
We also consider some indicators that reflect the context in which the cognitive test was performed. For instance, the variable dropalonecftest identifies individuals who were alone with the interviewer when they took the memory test in wave 1 or 2, but who were not alone in wave 4 (i.e., there was someone else present during their test); increasealonecftest denotes the reverse situation. Also, the dummies dropcontextcftest and increasecontextcftest capture respectively situations in which there were no distractions in wave 1 or 2 but some in wave 4, and vice versa. There is an ample survey methodology literature pointing to the importance of taking such factors into consideration.
Empirical strategy
The aim of the empirical analysis is to test the cumulative role of years spent in retirement accounting for re-testing effects, i.e. looking at the within-person drop in cognition over time as a function of the years spent in retirement, controlling for age and other covariates and taking into account the endogenous nature of retirement.
We base our measure of cognitive decline on the percentage change in words recalled between waves. Formally, if score i denotes the number of words recalled in both immediate and delayed test, we define y * i , the percentage change in memory score, as follows:
We further define our sharper measure of high cognitive decline, y i , as a dummy variable that takes value 1 if y * i is lower than -0.2 and zero otherwise.
12 For the most part, we adopt the following linear specification for y i :
where we assume that the probability of observing a decline in cognitive abilities, measured on the basis of memory scores, depends on retirement status in t − 1, retired i,t−1 , years spent in retirement, yearsinR i,t−1 , and whether we observe the transition from working to retirement between waves, f romW toR i . We include in the model also a vector of covariates, X T i as described above.
The advantage of the linear specification is that we can easily account for the potential endogeneity of the retirement decision. For this, we need instruments that are both relevant, i.e. directly related to retirement decisions, and exogenous -that have an effect on cognition only through their impact on retirement. As by now standard in the literature (following Battistin et al. 2009 ), retirement decisions are instrumented by legislated ages of eligibility for early retirement and old-age pension. Differently from other studies, that adopted the same IV strategy (Rohwedder and Willis, 2010), we exploit not only the cross-country variability in eligibility ages, but also variations over time as in Angelini et al. (2009) . As Mazzonna and Peracchi (2012) observe, in fact, SHARE data offer a substantial within-country variability in eligibility rules arising from the pension reforms of the 1990s, which contributes a lot to the European heterogeneity of pension entitlements.
We use the following instruments for retired i,t−1 , yearsinR i,t−1 and f romW toR i : two dummy variables that take value 1 if the individual is eligible for early and normal retirement, two variables indicating the number of years since eligibility ages for the two type of pensions and two dummies that equal 1 if we observe the transitions from not being eligible to being eligible between the two waves. Therefore in our two-stage least squares (TSLS) specification, we have three endogenous variables and six instruments. As we show in the next section, the instruments are relevant and are arguably exogenous.
Differently from Coe and Zamarro (2011) and Rohwedder and Willis (2010) that consider only the binary treatment of retirement, we take into account the cumulative role of years spent in retirement. As argued in Bonsang et al. (2012) , Coe et al. (2012) and Mazzonna and Peracchi (2012) , in fact, it could be that the effect of retirement is not instantaneous. According to Atchley (1976 Atchley ( , 1982 , individuals might experience, right after retirement, a so-called honeymoon phase in which they can engage in different activities that were set aside because of workrelated constraints. This engagement in desired activities may attenuate the negative effects of retirement on cognition. We might also expect that changes in activities would translate only progressively into changes in cognitive abilities, as argued by Bonsang et al. (2012, p.492) . If this is true, considering in the empirical model only the retirement status could provide just a partial description of changes in cognition and be uninformative for policy purposes. There could be, in fact, a cumulative effect of years spent in retirement: the longer the period of time since the individual retired the more likely that he or she experiences a high decrease in cognition. As Bonsang et al. (2012) argue, if the impact is cumulative, there could be gains in terms of lower long-term care expenditures coming from policies that increased retirement eligibility ages, since they might delay the appearance of cognitive impairments at older ages.
Results
In this section we first present estimation results that replicate what has already been done in the literature using HRS or SHARE data. We then look at the specific evidence when the dependent variable is instead the cognitive decline measure described above, that we have shown to predict well the onset of dementia. Finally, we show the results of robustness analysis in a number of directions.
Replicating previous findings
We first replicate the findings of the existing literature that models memory score levels at a given point in time. In Table 4 , we report the coefficients estimated when the outcome variable is the memory score and age effects are modeled either as a set of ten-year wide dummy variables (columns 1 and 2) or as a polynomial (columns 3 and 4). Looking at the OLS estimates, first and third column of Table 4 , we notice that among retirement related variables, only years spent in retirement is significant and with a negative sign. This is consistent with a cumulative negative effect on words recalled. Table 4 here We compare now OLS parameters with TSLS estimates, second and fourth column 13 . We notice that the coefficient associated to retired is again not significant, whereas the estimated effect of years spent in retirement is negative and significant at the 1% level in both specifications. Table 4 reports also Angrist-Pischke (AP) and Sargan statistics. The former, in particular, tests for weak-identification in presence of more than one endogenous regressor, retired and yearsinR in this case. The latter, instead, test for the validity of the over-identifying restrictions that are implicitly imposed when the number of instruments exceeds the number of endogenous variables on the right hand side of the equation. According to the test results we see that our instruments are not weak and are valid, i.e. the over-identifying restrictions are not rejected.
Comparing the OLS and TSLS estimates on the variable of interest, yearsinR, we observe that the TSLS estimate is larger in absolute value than the OLS estimate. One way to interpret this finding is that OLS suffers from attenuation bias, like in the classical measurement error case. Retirement status is unlikely to be measured with error, as it is based on a self-report, but the engagement associated to having a job is not necessarily captured in a error-free measure by retirement status. In this sense, retirement is an error-ridden measure of the variable of interest. To clarify this point, consider individuals who are not already retired, but who decrease the level of mental exercise on the job because of the nearing prospect of retirement. Rohwedder and Willis (2010, p.128) argue that there is a on-the-job retirement effect depending on the remaining working life: for workers late in their careers, the value of continuing to build workrelated human capital is very sensitive to the length of the remaining working life. At the same time, due to the honeymoon phase, individuals right after retirement can engage in different activities that were set aside because of their work. The combination of the two effects might result in a weaker association between retirement and cognitive abilities than the one captured by TSLS. This attenuation bias is in line with what Bonsang et al. (2012) find using HRS data: the partial correlation is lower that the causal effect.
Looking at other determinants, as in Coe and Zamarro (2011) and Mazzonna and Peracchi (2012) , we find that higher education is associated with higher memory scores on average. Regarding household equivalent income, considered here in quartiles, we find that the higher the income quartile the higher the memory score, in line with the standard health-wealth gradient. Early-life conditions also explain part of the heterogeneity in memory score levels: especially, few books at home during childhood or living in rural areas at the age of ten reduces the number of words recalled, whereas a better than average self-reported math ability increases cognition. Poor health, i.e. reporting being in poor health and having at least one symptom of depression, is associated with a lower number of words recalled.
Differently from previous studies, we consider also variables related to how the test has been carried out, since they could affect results substantially: having performed the test alone, without the presence of the partner or other relatives, is associated with a higher memory score. Other variables that are statistically significant are: job experience that has negative sign (as it may capture individuals that entered the job market at early ages -probably in low-skill jobs); having a partner has a positive effect on words recalled. Some country dummies are also significant, capturing other differences in words recalled compared to Germany. Table 5 here Table 6 here The following two tables present estimation results that exploit the panel dimension of the data, in line with the analysis carried out on HRS data in Bonsang et al. (2012) . Table 5 shows fixed effects (FE) estimates for years spent in retirement on memory scores, controlling for time and age respectively in dummies or continuous. Estimation results in our case do not seem to depend on the functional form used for age: years spent in retirement decreases the number of words recalled in both specifications (in this sense the evidence is more robust than the one in Bonsang et al. (2012) ). Looking at Table 6 , where FE-IV estimates are shown, we see that there is a statistically significant negative effect of years spent in retirement on cognition over and above the pure age effect. Table 7 here
New evidence on cognitive decline
We now focus on estimation results for the model where the dependent variable is defined to be the cognitive decline measure that we introduced in this paper. Table 7 reports OLS and TSLS estimates when the high decrease in cognitive abilities indicator is the outcome variable. We propose here again two specifications, one with age dummies (first and second column) and the other one with an age polynomial (third and fourth column). Focusing on OLS estimates (first column), we can see that years spent in retirement is significant with a positive sign, whereas retired and the transition from working to retired have no effect. The positive sing on the key variable of interest (years in retirement) is consistent with the negative sign reported above, where the outcome variable was the change in the test score, because a decline is associated to a fall in the memory test score. We now compare these results with TSLS estimates (second column) where we account for endogeneity of retirement decision as explained above. We can observe that being retired and the transition from working into retirement again have no significant effect, whereas years spent in retirement remains highly significant with a positive sign, supporting the negative cumulative hypothesis. The same results hold when controlling for a polynomial in age. Retirement duration therefore, according to our estimates, plays a role in the evolution of cognitive decline at older ages, over and above the pure age effect that is well documented in the medical literature. It must be kept in mind that in our specification there are several age-related controls, e.g. poorhealth, nogstest, physicalact, jobexperience40 and their changes between waves, that are likely to capture part of what is generally considered an age effect. This can explain why, after controlling for several factors, the decline in words recalled due to age, seems rather weak.
In the specification we can see again that OLS suffers from attenuation bias compared to TSLS. The likely reason is that retirement is an error-ridden measurement of the disengagement associated to the end of a working career, for the reasons explained above. One could alternatively argue that the TSLS estimates differ from OLS estimates because they capture the effect of retirement on cognition for those groups of the population that are driven in retirement by the pension eligibility criteria that we use as instrumental variables. This LATE (Local Average Treatment Effect) interpretation is less than compelling, as our pension eligibility variables group together individuals who retire as soon as possible (early retirement eligibility) and individuals who instead retire as late as possible (normal retirement eligibility). It is hard to imagine why individuals who retire somewhere in between these two extremes should be systematically different, and in particular why for these individuals the time spent in retirement should have no effect or even a positive effect on cognition.
It is interesting also to look at other variables included in the model that can affect the probability of experiencing a high decline in cognition, especially those related to how the test has been carried out, that are normally ignored in the literature with the exception of Mazzonna and Peracchi (2012) , or variables associated with activities, often proposed as determinants of cognitive aging patterns (Salthouse, 2006) . Table 7 shows that changes in test characteristics between waves have a significant effect on the probability to observe a high decrease in words recalled. Especially, the fact that the respondent in baseline did the test alone is associated with a lower probability of a high drop in cognition. Distracting factors in baseline and changes between waves are associated with the probability of observing a drop in memory scores as expected. As far as changes in activities are concerned, we find that physical activity seems to have a protective role for cognitive abilities (according the old-time say "mens sana in corpore sano", a healthy mind in a health body). Also an increase or a drop in such activities have a significant effect on the probability of a high decrease, but these represent only associations that might not correspond to the true causal effect. Not only physical activity but also practicing daily any activity in baseline seems to be beneficial, that is they are associated with a reduction in the probability of experiencing a high decline in cognition. A change in the daily activity behaviour, especially if the individual between waves starts practicing daily any activity, is associated with a reduction in the probability of observing a high decline in memory score. These effects of course could be due to reverse causality (we stress that all key estimation results are unaffected by dropping this group of variables).
At the bottom of Table 7 we report the Angrist-Pischke and Sargan statistics. On the basis of the test results, we conclude that the instruments used are not weak and the over-identifying restrictions are not rejected. Table 8 here The estimates shown in Table 7 are based on a linear probability model. This model normally produces a reasonable approximation to non-linear models that take into account the discrete, 0-1, nature of the dependent variables, such as probit or logit. However, the linear probability model cannot be used for prediction, because it can predict out of range. On the other hand, it is easy to estimate by instrumental variables (IV) the linear probability model; it is less easy to obtain IV estimates for a probit model if some endogenous regressor is a discrete variable, as in our case. Fortunately for us, these discrete endogenous regressors have an insignificant effect on the outcome variable and we can drop them from the specification retaining consistency.
To properly quantify the effect of one year more spent in retirement on the probability to experience a high decrease in cognitive abilities, we provide also IV probit estimates (Table 8) , considering in the specification the only significant retirement related variable, yearsinR that we treat as continuous. Looking at Table 8 where marginal effects are reported when we alternatively control for age effects by means of age dummies and an age polynomial, we see that yearsinR is highly significant. We find that an additional year spent in retirement increases the probability of experiencing a drop in cognition by 1.24% (95% Conf. Interval: 0.82-1.66%) or 1.61% (95% Conf. Interval: 0.52-2.71%) depending on how age is specified. These marginal effects are of course computed at the sample averages of all continuous explanatory variables -and at value zero of all 0-1 dummies.
We also observe that the probability of experiencing a drop in memory score increases with age and accelerates starting especially at age 70-79, as the medical literature suggests (Fratiglioni et al., 2008) .
Robustness analysis
We present here the outcome of some of the many robustness analyses that we performed. Table 9 here   Table 10 here First, to make sure that we are really capturing a retirement duration effect rather than an age effect, we restrict our sample to those individuals aged between 50 and 80 in baseline. In Table 9 we report OLS and TSLS whereas in Table 10 we provide IV probit estimates for this restricted sample. We see that results are robust to the exclusion of very old individuals, suggesting that we are properly capturing the role of retirement duration on the probability of experiencing a drop in cognition rather than a pure age effect.
The IV probit estimates in this case show that an addition year in retirement causes an increase of 1.47% (95% Conf. Interval: 0.98-1.96%) and 1.27% (95% Conf. Interval: 0.06-2.48%) that are not very different from Table 8 coefficients. Table 11 here
We also ran the same IV probit analysis separately by gender (see Table 11 ) to understand whether results are driven by the inclusion of a rather special sample of females and if there are gender specific differences in retirement duration effects. Looking at Table 11 , we can see that one year more in retirement increases the chances of experiencing a high decrease in memory score by 1.02% for men (95% Conf. Interval: 0.45-1.59%) and 1.41% for women (95% Conf. Interval: 0.80-2.03%). A noticeable difference has to do with early life conditions: only mathskills is significant for both males and females, whereas ruralarea increases the probability of a cognitive drop only for men. Table 12 here   Table 12 instead shows IV probit estimates separately by first and second trial of the memory test (or immediate and delayed recall) to understand if results are stable when we consider separately the two types of memory measured, i.e. short-and long-term memory. The effect of years spent in retirement is similar for both trials: one year more in retirement increases the probability of a high decrease by 0.89% in the first trial (95% Conf. Interval: 0.06-1.32%) -immediate recall -and by 0.99% in the second trial -delayed recall (95% Conf. Interval: 0.53-1.46%). Both point estimates are lower than those for the sum of first and second trials, shown in Table 8 , but this may reflect the less fine measure that is used when the maximum score is 10 rather than 20. It is interesting to notice that the age effect seems to be weaker for the second trial, while early life conditions play a role in both. Table 13 here
The next robustness check that we ran addresses the issue of how we define retirement. We rely on a self-reported retirement status, without any correction that relates to work activities carried out in the four weeks prior to the interview. Such corrections are instead normally implemented in the literature. We report in Table 13 , first and second column, IV probit estimates when we consider as retired those individuals that are permanently out of the labour force, i.e. not only those who declared to be retired from work, but additionally also those who did not do any paid work in the four weeks before the interview in wave 1 and 2 and in the year before the interview in wave 4. With this alternative definition we do not include among the retired those individuals that report being retired, simply because they left their career job, even if they work full-or part-time (Coe and Zamarro, 2011) . Comparing estimates in Table 8 with Table  13 , we can see that results do not point to different conclusions: yearsinR continues to be highly significant with positive effect on the probability of observing a high decrease in cognition, with no noticeable differences in magnitude.
As a final robustness check we consider how results change when years in retirement enter the right hand side in logarithmic form as in Bonsang et al. (2012) . Table 13 , third and fourth column, reports the IV probit estimates corresponding to this specification: years in retirement keeps having a positive and significant effect, but we notice that age effects become insignificant. We conclude from this that our key finding is not driven by functional form assumptions.
Conclusions
In this paper we have used a new measure of cognitive decline that we have shown to be highly predictive of the onset of dementia and can be computed in standard surveys where recall memory tests are administered to the same individuals over the years.
Using SHARE data, that cover ten different European countries, we have shown that there is a strong, positive association between cognitive decline and years in retirement after controlling for age, physical health, income, education and early-life conditions. Using a plausible identification strategy that exploits country and time variability in pension eligibility to instrument retirement, we have estimated an even stronger causal effect of years in retirement on cognitive decline. The evidence we have produced confirms the 'mental retirement' hypothesis and suggests its relevance for the onset of dementia.
Our measure of cognitive decline is based on a 20% drop in words recalled and is arguably more appropriate in presence of re-testing effects, typically found in longitudinal data: respondents tend to improve their performance in memory tests across waves, particularly the second time they are interviewed. We argued that high decreases in words recalled are informative about actual declines. In fact, using a small sample of individuals aged 70 or more who took part in the US Aging, Demographics and Memory Study and were later medically assessed for dementia, we showed that the 20% decline measure is highly predictive of the onset of dementia. Our test correctly classifies 74% of individuals according to their later dementia status.
Considering high decrease in cognition as outcome, our econometric analysis shows that retirement status per-se has no effect on cognitive decline, but years spent in retirement has a significant, positive effect, after controlling for age and education. We therefore support on European data the cumulative negative effect hypothesis documented in US data: retirement duration plays a role in the evolution of cognitive decline at older ages, over and above the pure age effect, even in the presence of learning effects. An implication of our analysis is that early retirement increases the risk of cognitive decline at older ages.
We find that early life conditions affect the probability of experiencing cognitive decline: especially doing well in maths at age 10 lowers the probability, whereas living in rural area during childhood increases it. We also estimate a protective role of physical activity as well as of activities in general if performed daily. Even if the causal effect must be established, our findings suggest that there is an association between life-styles and the decline in cognitive abilities that is worth further investigation because of its potential policy implications. Notes: Significant levels as follows: p-value *** ≤ 0.01, ** ≤ 0.05, * ≤ 0.1. Notes: Significance levels as follows: p-value *** ≤ 0.01, ** ≤ 0.05, * ≤ 0.1. Notes: Significance levels as follows: p-value *** ≤ 0.01, ** ≤ 0.05, * ≤ 0.1. 
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